
 

CPB Management Recommendations on 
FY 2008 Digital Funding Priorities 

 

FY 2008 Digital Appropriation 
The FY 2008 appropriation bill provided $29.7 million, but also contained a 1.71% rescission, 
reducing the FY 2008 appropriation for digital conversion to $29.18 million. 

 

Consultation Process 
CPB is required by statute to consult with public broadcasting system representatives on the 
allocation of the special appropriation that supports the transition to digital broadcasting.  In past 
years, CPB convened separate television and radio panels to discuss funding priorities.  Last 
year, CPB took a different approach and convened a joint television and radio panel, recognizing 
that traditional platform distinctions are less relevant in an increasingly digital environment. 

This year, CPB expanded its consultation process to create three panels. The first panel included 
a large group of individual television and radio station representatives – general managers, 
engineers, chief technology officers – who provided station-level input to help CPB understand 
the pressing digital needs and conversion challenges stations currently face. The second panel 
(which included representatives from national organizations) provided CPB with guiding 
principles for funding recommendations. The third panel (the same representatives from the 
second panel) provided a strategic vision on how to allocate funds based on the guiding 
principles. 

 

Guiding Principles for Funding 
Based on the panel’s recommendations, CPB management recommends that the guiding 
principles of the digital transition fund to be as follows: 

• Complete the television broadcast conversion.  The panel wants to ensure the public 
television audience continues to be served by their stations after the February 17, 2009 
deadline for analog shutoff. The highest priority for investment should be transmission 
and closely related equipment needed to help stations meet the parameters as required in 
the FCC Final DTV Table of Allotments, or as subsequently amended by individual 
Construction Permits granted by the FCC, to provide digital coverage to closely replicate 
current analog service.   

 
• Continue the radio broadcast conversion. Many of the remaining unconverted radio 

stations broadcast to rural, underserved and Native American audiences.  Many of these 
stations operate where resources are constrained and access to technical expertise is 
limited.  The panel recommended that CPB support the HD radio conversion, with a 
particular focus on these communities.  The panel also recommended that CPB support 
research and development efforts to ensure that radio digital coverage replicates stations’ 
analog coverage. 

 
• Accelerate the development of content and services that advance public broadcasting’s 

core mission.   The panel noted that the case for the federal digital appropriation has been 



 

based on the need to further public broadcasters’ abilities to fulfill their educational and 
cultural missions.  As television conversion nears completion and radio conversion 
attains critical mass, the panel suggested that investment in content and services should 
become an increasingly higher priority. 

 
CPB management agrees with the panel’s recommendation that investments in both digital 
transmission hardware and content and services are critical to public broadcasting’s future. 
While the panel agreed the funding for stations to meet the minimum FCC requirements for the 
analog shutoff was critical, the panel also emphasized the importance of maintaining significant 
investment in the development of content and services.   

 

Funding Priorities: Television Conversion 
All television stations, including public television stations, must convert to digital broadcasting 
in time for the analog shutoff on February 17, 2009.  The FCC has only recently finalized 
technical standards for the digital conversion with the publication of its Third Periodic Review of 
the Commission’s Rules and Policies Affecting the Conversion to Digital Television on 
December 31, 2007.  The Third DTV Periodic Report and Order was put into effect on January 
31, 2008 upon publication in the Federal Register.  Prior to publication of these documents in the 
Federal Register, it was difficult to make final estimates on the cost of the remaining work 
necessary to meet the deadline.  Now those costs can be calculated. 

Shortly after the FCC published these documents, CPB engaged BIA Financial to conduct a 
system-wide census to identify the costs of the remaining conversion needs for public television 
stations to meet FCC requirements.   Based on responses from 141 licensees, almost all of the 
system, the remaining work will cost approximately $42 million.  CPB typically funds 50% to 
75% of these costs.  The panel recommended that CPB allocate $21 million from the FY 2008 
appropriation to meet this need.  We estimate that the need for CPB funds will grow by $1.5 to 
$2 million as we hear from the few stations remaining, setting the need from the FY 2008 
appropriation at approximately $23 million. 

This cost is significantly greater than earlier estimates and would consume the lion’s share of the 
FY 2008 appropriation.  Reserving this amount would severely curtail CPB’s ability to support 
the development of content and services or radio conversion. 

In FY 2007, believing that the remaining need for DTV transmission equipment necessary to 
meet the February 17, 2009 deadline would be substantially less than recently estimated, CPB 
invited television stations to apply for master control equipment, redundancy equipment and 
back-up power equipment, in addition to transmission equipment.  CPB has received proposals 
totaling approximately $9.5 million for master control equipment and $6 million to improve 
redundancy and support back-up power.  CPB had been holding the master control, redundancy 
and back-up power proposals in abeyance pending completion of the cost estimate for remaining 
essential transmission equipment. 

The panel recommended that CPB fund proposals for master control equipment totaling 
approximately $9.5 million.  However, the panel recommended that CPB defer consideration of 
proposals for redundant equipment and back-up power, applying the $6 million saved to the $23 
million cost of high priority equipment stations needed to attain FCC compliance.  The panel 
recommended that the redundancy and back-up power proposals be considered if the actual cost 
of DTV transmission projects is less than the $23 million projected.   

CPB management concurs with this recommendation. 



 

 

 

Funding Priorities: Radio Conversion 
To date, CPB has awarded grants to convert 641 transmitters out of 907 total CPB-qualified 
transmitters in public radio.  The current estimated cost to CPB to convert the remaining 266 
transmitters is approximately $20 million.  For FY 2008, CPB estimates that about 40 stations 
will seek funding to convert.  The panel recommended that CPB allocate $3 million in funding to 
meet the cost of converting 40 stations.   CPB management agrees with this recommendation. 

 

Funding Priorities: Mission Critical Research and Development 
As digital radio is deployed in the field, urgent issues are surfacing regarding some stations in 
densely populated areas that are reaching only a fraction of their analog coverage area with their 
digital service.  Other stations are experiencing indoor digital reception issues.  Critical research is 
needed for solutions to increase digital power without increasing interference to other digital and 
analog signals.  The panel recommended funding the mission critical research and development for 
solutions that will ensure the proper technical quality of public broadcasting digital content to 
guarantee its audience has the best experience possible. The research and development projects are 
intrinsically linked to the television and radio conversion and crucial to their success.  CPB 
management agrees with the panel’s recommendation to allocate research and development 
funding of $1.75 million for radio. 

 

Funding Priorities: Non-Hardware Needs: Research and Development and Content and 
Services  

The federal investment in digital conversion of public broadcasting has been premised on the 
opportunity that digital technology will bring for increased public service.  The funding of 
content and services are critical to the health of public radio and television.  Public 
broadcasting’s audience’s expectations increase year after year with the introduction of new 
technologies and multicast capabilities.  Public broadcasting cannot be sustainable unless it 
makes investments in digital content and services to provide new and quality services to meet its 
audience’s needs.   

The Internet has blurred the lines between television and radio.  Public broadcasting’s users 
expect to find public broadcasting’s content on all of the platforms that they use, whether 
through traditional broadcast delivery or newer digital delivery systems.  The panel 
recommended that CPB continue to make significant investments in content and services that 
make innovative use of digital broadcast capacity as well as other digital platforms.  Previously 
funded projects cited by the panel as illustrative of needed investments include the American 
Archive, cross-industry initiatives to apply digital technology effectively such as the Election 
Collaboration, grant initiatives that encourage experimentation such as the Innovation Fund, the 
Public Radio Exchange, STEM Collaborative and similar investments in expanding the breadth 
and depth of public broadcasting’s service. The panel also recommended CPB continue to invest 
in digitally-related education initiatives. 

As the build-out of the digital television system nears completion and as the radio build-out nears 
critical mass, theoretical calculations of signal coverage and propagation are giving way to real 
world experience.  Digital transmission designs for radio and television were intended to 
replicate the coverage areas of legacy analog systems.  In some cases, reality appears to be 



 

falling short of expectations.  The panel recommended that CPB allocate funds for research and 
development into a number of technical areas including possible solutions to challenges around 
digital radio propagation, improved HD quality for television and the development of 
mobile/handheld video applications using digital television infrastructure. 

The panel recommended that $7.43 million be allocated to these efforts and that CPB consider 
convening an additional consultation to obtain system thoughts on additional potential projects in 
this area. 

CPB management concurs with this recommendation. 

 

Summary 
With needs that greatly outweigh available funds the panel deliberated with extreme care.  The 
panel reinforced a comprehensive investment approach of digital funds, one that seeks to 
advance public broadcasting across all of its digital services: television, radio, and newer digital 
platforms.  The panel emphasized the importance of not just continuing investment in content 
and services, but a gradual shift from hardware to content.  The panel also recognized that much 
work remains to be done in digital conversion, the February 17, 2009 date for digital television 
notwithstanding.  In particular, the panel recognized that large investments in hardware remain to 
be made.  In particular, once the FCC announces technical standards, a significant investment 
will be required in FY F2009 and possibly later years to convert analog radio and television 
translators to digital units. 
 
CPB management agrees with the panel’s recommendations and is grateful to our colleagues in 
public television and radio for their contributions to the discussions, planning, and work 
surrounding the allocation of the digital appropriation. 
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